
To click or not to click 
or how to build awareness about behavior online 

@_j3lena_



About me 

Pediatric ICU nurse (extremely curious)

Independent security researcher (they call me)

A part of                                  The network of

@iamthecavalry @WomeninCyber

@_j3lena_





The2017 Data Breach Investigation by Verizon

The threat at health care 

6 % Partner
32%  External
68%  Internal

Al top industrials: Public, Finace , Healthcare 

81,6 % internal data breach

“With employee like this, who needs enemies”

@VZEterprise



Why training at the workplace

The Hospitals / the companies  

more interesting target then individuals

@_j3lena_



The Humans

are not interested to learn in private time 
about safe behavior on the Internet 

are more open for learning at their work 
time

run away from tech because they don't 
like it or simply don't understand it

@_j3lena_



The basic training 

3 parts and 3 goals

1. About the data they give - make them interested

2. About the risk  of given data - make them more 
interested

3. The Workshop/Training - teach them                                          

@_j3lena_



realizing that they are giving their own data too
@_j3lena_

First step: the data  - get interested



The knowledge what can happen with their data and 
to them                                           @_j3lena_



Now they are open for the third part

The workshop, the learning process, to show what and 
how they can protect and themselves and the 
company
@_j3lena_

.                     .                                                                                                      



• Simplicity and as less possible tech
• Making the connection between employees and IT 
• With understanding, employees will easily accept the 

rules 
@_j3lena_



rules

rules

rules

@Silensec



The important information that we need to send to
employee:

@brutelogic

@brutelogics



#wannacry awareness and the obstruction 
of work in healthcare 

More about the training with details, are 
published on peerlyst @peerlyst

For any questions you can always contact 
me 
milosevic1967@gmail.com 

or find me on twitter                  @_j3lena_


